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Abstract: Traditionally built structures have withstood the onslaught of time and weather conditions for thousands of years due to their dexterity in construction and design. Their unique structures and designs have opened up a new genre of architectural discipline. Over the years, globalization and man’s quest for innovative designs and materials have revolutionized the conceptual and architectural practices, which have resulted in the gradual degradation and destruction. The paradigm shift has resulted in losing not only the traditional architectural heritage but also the sustainable practices associated with it. Therefore, it is time we developed new approaches with regard to the design and construction of Koothambalams. Such a step will indeed open up new grounds for technical innovations and critical appraisal of traditional practices and designs. There is a lot more technical knowhow involved in these structures than meets the eye.

The paper is an attempt to explore the traditional architectural practices and sustainable concepts of the Koothambalam of Sree Subramanya temple theatre, Harippad, Alleppy. The Koothambalam not only depicts the tangible realization of age old architectural secrets, but also serves as a meeting place for the community to socialize and experience ancient performing artforms. Within the premise of the temple, there are numerous ancient structures of which Koothambalam is meant for performing cultural and traditional artforms. The proposed research involves an appraisal and listing of the best architectural practices used in the construction of the Koothambalam. Special attention is also given to verify the energy efficient parameters and their contributions to sustainability as laid down by GRIHA. The study will be instrumental in formulating new concepts for sustainable conservation and green concepts for reviving and maintaining traditional construction methods which could eventually give rise to new cultural studio space for the contemporary society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional Sanskrit theatre is a kind of temple theatre that is located inside a major temple complex. The temple theatres have long been an inseparable part of Kerala’s cultural past. The temple theatres host traditional performing art forms like Koodiyattom/Kuttiyattam, Chakyar Koothu, Nangiarkoothu, Ottamthullal, etc. The native temple theatres are called as ‘Koothambalam’ in the local parlance or temple theatre which is acolyed hall surrounded by wooden trellis-work over a half brick wall above the stone basement from the ground level.

This built in area revels an iconic character of Kerala’s traditional architecture constructed on a magnificent scale, composed of carpentry skills and embellishments. These heritage structures have used abundant resources in their construction many of which are redundant and in damaged condition. “Heritage springs from human culture. This is part of human life, from which we learn who we are and how we live, and pass our values to the next generation. Though we have received so much from previous generations and civilizations, yet we act irresponsibly and neglect our heritage” [1]. “For many years it was believed that the production of Sanskrit plays had completely died out and that the traditional theatre structures expressly for Sanskrit drama were no longer in existence”[2]. Many studies have highlighted for the existence of renowned Sanskrit theatres in major temples of Kerala which had survived due to the presence of the traditional performing art forms.

The aim of the paper is to verify the sustainable concepts of heritage buildings in Kerala, particularly the Sanskrit theatre, and to validate it through a specific study of a Koothambalam. There are only a few tools available to assess sustainable concepts of the heritage buildings. Therefore, this research is conducted through the understanding of the relevance of community gathering in the society and its environmental attributes leading to sustainable development. The United Nation’s third sustainable development goal is to ensure healthy lives and good wellbeing for all age groups in the society. Social gatherings of the community, and its cultural progression activities in the Koothambalam ensure a sustainable approach. Discussion on relevant research papers is also considered for understanding the nature of community and its cultural progression space. These buildings also possess passive design strategies that have been sustained for centuries. Sustainable attributes like site planning, energy and occupant comforts, sustainable building materials, social aspects, etc. are discussed for verifying sustainable concepts to the heritage buildings.

Heritage buildings do not have a particular format for verifying the sustainable attributes, and hence GRIHA assessment criteria are used for verifying those sustainable factors. Using GRIHA assessment criteria, the application of sustainable concepts in the Koothambalam of Harippad temple is verified. These studies are essential to preserving heritage buildings and for the benefit of healthy wellbeing through community gatherings. Traditional construction techniques used in these buildings can be adopted for the benefit of the modern society.
II. KOOTHAMBALAM AS A COMMUNITY AND CULTURAL PROGRESSION SPACE

“The Koothambalam hosts a traditional form of Sanskrit theatre called Koodiyattam, which has been practiced for almost 2,000 years without a break”[3]. “However, the spatial needs of many traditional Indian performance forms are completely different. On the one hand, many of these traditions have a history of performing in the found spaces of everyday social life; temple porticos, fairgrounds and courtyards of large houses. On the other hand are the few remaining traditions like that of Koodiyattam which was recently declared by UNESCO to be a ‘masterpiece of the old and intangible heritage of humanity’” [4]. This performance structure made a transformation by entering into the temples during the period 14th – 19th Century. The performance spaces were different and dynamics for which the spaces were shifted from place to place within the temple premises to host these art forms. Based on the transformation of these spaces, some were performed in open grounds or (Kuthuparambu), Near to the Sanctum (Valiambalam), long dining hall (Uttupura), porticos of temple entrance (Vatilamatam) or elevated platform spaces (Natakashala).

A. Koothambalam:

‘Koothambalam’ or the temple theatre is a closed hall surrounded by wooden trellis-work on a half brick wall and is used for staging traditional cultural performing art forms. It was an addition to the development of the temple enclosure during the 14th century (1301 – 1800 AD). Temples were the focal point of the evolution of cultural activities that gradually spread out. A temple layout constitutes five prakaras and the ideal location area for Koothambalam is between the Bahyahara and the Maryada, which is as shown in Fig 1.

B. Significance of the structure:

Koothambalam encompasses the typical characteristic feature of Kerala architecture, with the main three components: pyramidal roof, superstructure, and the base or Adisthana. The raised roof tapers up to meet the main ridge where the three finials or Kalasam are positioned. The overhanging sloped roof protects the envelope from the harsh sun and rain, providing ambient shades on all four sides. The superstructure consists of a half wall and trelliswood-work to allow the gentle breeze inside the theatre. The base of the structure is usually constructed of stone and is elevated from the ground level to prevent dampness; it has access from all four sides leading to the inner space of the Koothambalam. In Fig. 2, the various spatial arrangements and the shape of Koothambalam are shown. In the past, the front of the stage, raised or flat, was reserved for Brahmans. The rest was used by people, either to sit or stand. Today, the hierarchy of seating is not class or caste specific but on the basis of gender. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of spaces in longitudinal and transverse directions. “The deity in Kerala temple faces east or west, though in some cases also south, but whatever the direction of deity faces, the Koothambalam is to the right side of it” [5].

Natyashastra, a Sanskrit text highlighting the basic fundamentals of dance, music, and arts, enumerates the construction details of a temple theatre. As per the text, there exist some similarities in the design of a Koothambalam depending on its shape and utility aspects.

Fig. 1. Shaded portion shows the ideal location of Koothambalam in Panchaprapakaras (Various layers of a temple)

Source: Thrikodithanam temple layout.

Fig. 2. Plan of Koothambalam (Various parts of a Koothambalam)


Fig. 3. The spatial configuration of Koothambalam (Various sections of a Koothambalam)

Source: Sreedevi Ajayan, 2009 and edited by the author.

Fig. 4. Typology of Sanskrit theatre in Natyashastra (shapes and sizes)
According to Natyashstra, temple theatres are classified into three types: oblong (Vikrsta), square (Caturasra) and triangle (Tryasra). Based on their sizes, they are divided into large (Yestha), medium (Madhya) and small (Avara). Based on the above types, medium Sanskrit theatres are further subdivided into nine types as shown in Fig.4, of which the measurements for triangular-shaped theatre are undefined. Theatres were a good communication forum to express the cultural reforms between the performer and the audience. As per Natyashstra, “Vikrsta madhya (oblong shape and middle-size) type theatre hall is appropriate because it helps the actor to communicate with the audience vocally and physically.” [6]

According to some research papers, the following observations were made about the Koothambalam:

- Theatre spaces in the Indian context can bring in a quality spatial character which could facilitate communication between the performer and audience.
- The play of Sanskrit drama in Koothambalam, the influence of light, sound, visual clarity, etc., plays a vital role in the distraction or concentration between the performer and audience.
- The concept of Natyamandapaproposed by Bharata is widely observed but we can also see changes with regional differences.
- Koothambalamof Kerala is different in its construction and measurements, different from those proposed by Bharata.
- “There is a widespread inequalities exists as Bharata comments, the forward caste is allowed to view these arts by sitting in front of the row and low caste must view the show by staying in outside of the Natyamandapa” [7]

According to Himanshu Brute, “a performance space is a critical variable affecting the culture of theatrical production in any society. Through its impact upon theatrical practice it also has a significant influence upon the broader cultural production of any society” [8]. Koothambalam was once a platform for social interaction and gatherings for the community.

Figure 5. Koothambalam at Vadakunathan temple (Prekshagriha, social gathering and interaction among the community)

Source: Sreedevi Ajayan, 2009 and edited by the author.

Fig.5. Koothambalam at Vadakunathan temple (Prekshagriha, social gathering and interaction among the community)

Source: Sreedevi Ajayan, 2009 and edited by the author.

In Fig. 5, shows the seating space of Prekshagriha, used as a community gathering platform, learning space for the Vedas and rehearsal for cultural art forms. Koothambalam is considered so sacred as a temple and is a platform to perform various plays chosen from the Indian epics. For example, 'Chakkar Koothu' is a narrative performance by lord Ananta (Celestial snake on which the lord Vishnu reclines) reciting the stories of the Mahabharata and the Ramayana. The play is a composition of Sanskrit and Malayalam literature where the Chakkar mimics the characters in the story. Based on the above nature of the play in Koothambalam, it is believed that the God and the Goddess are themselves narrating the play in the ‘Rangasira’. The audience considers this as a sacred play for which people show their respects by bowing their head on the floor at the beginning and at the end of the performance. This space was also used as a multi-dimensional space, serving different activities to create social and cultural integration within the community. As per the sustainable development goals, “target 11.4 highlights the need to strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard the world’s cultural and natural heritage” [9]. One of the important aspects of sustainability in heritage building is the social aspect. Koothambalam is a social entity served in bringing security, equity and the sense of place among the community members. “Its existence provides knowledge to present and future generations about the past. Heritage building maintenance could develop skills for local people. For social sustainability, everyone should have a fair access to the buildings, physically or virtually” [10].

III. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF KOOKHAMBALAM

The carbon emissions generated by a heritage building are mainly due to excess electricity usage and by vehicles. The presence of eco-friendly materials and the capacity of the building to adapt to the climate change would result in less energy consumption. The availability of public transport will reduce traffic congestion, contributing to less depletion of natural resources and air pollution. The compliance code of the building standards helps to ensure the health and safety of the occupants. “Conservation and sustainability share the same generative basics.

The first and basic concept of sustainability is to use what already exists. Similarly, the basic concept of conservation is to protect what we already have” [11]. Heritage buildings have the advantage of having less consumption of energy and the skills of superior craftsmanship that have definitely contributed to their durability for hundreds of years. The traditional process of building construction in Kerala was primarily guided by historical canons. Craftsmen worked precisely and systematically under the guidance and supervision of the Staphis. SILPABHAGAM (TSB) are two historical texts used for the construction guidelines of the design of Koothambalam. The below-mentioned are the verified sustainable attributes and their analysis as per GRIHA criteria:
A. Site planning

The Koothambalam is located in the southeast corner of the temple, facing the deity towards the west and positioned to the right of the east-west parallel axis from the main deity. The four-sided slope roof of the structure helps in easy flow of surface water to the impervious ground surface for good water percolation. The built structure is planned in such a way that minimum proximity is maintained for proper access from the inside or outside wall of the temple (Fig. 6). A substantial amount of low energy consumption can be achieved by adapting the passive design methods.

“A sustainable site plan has the least environmental impact. The simple act of properly orienting a building can create energy savings of up to 25%”[12]. Other implementations at site level are:

- Passive design strategies:
  The amount of heat dissipates due to maximum openness seen on both sides of the built form (Fig. 7). The high structure of Koothambalam dissipates heat through the opening at the ‘Mukhappu’. Maximum passive design strategies in terms of shading, orientation for ambient lighting adequate wind movement, and proper structure and visibility, etc. are incorporated to achieve maximum human comfort for the performer as well as the audience.

- Orientation:

Fig. 7. Maximum light from both the sides of Koothambalam (Ventilation around the passage)
Source: Photographs by Ar. Gopika Jayasree.

The extended roof protects the envelope from direct solar radiation and reduces heat gain in the internal space for audience. The open area can be seen on both sides of the built up area (Fig. 7). Due to the low roof profile, height from the ground to the eaves and horizontal wooden trellis work,a good amount of daylighting is received and less heat flows into the internal spaces. According to Vijaya lekshmi, “the heat loads reduce by 50% when only walls are shaded and around 80% when the roof also is shaded” [13]. Traditional buildings in Kerala have wooden trellis wall for covering the internal space and have steep roof to protect area from the harsh external climate.

- Building massing:

Fig. 8. Koothambalam at Subramanya temple, Haripad. Source: Author

The iconic element in the building design is the roof structure (as shown in Fig. 8). The structure is designed according to human scale proportion and its emphasis on the roofing structure as a visual character of the built form. Due to the low profile of the roof and buffer space in the internal peripheral area, the audience area receives passive cooling. The roofing at the top protrudes out to the trellis board which is fixed to Mukhappu.

- Spatial Conditioning:

Fig. 9. Schematic section shows the comfort factor (Spatial conditioning)
Source: Photograph edited by the author.

The building is naturally conditioned and all four wall sides of the structure are surrounded by half wall and wooden trellis work. The cool air entering the building envelope from all the sides cools down the internal spaces naturally and the dissipated heat loads escape through the ‘jalli’ works at the Mukhappu in the roof.

B. Mitigating Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect

Protection and preservation of natural resources onsite – vegetation and effective ground cover which allow stormwater management...
and percolation of rainwater are the hallmarks of traditional Koothambalams. Surface materials that cause the effect of UHI are sparingly used in making the concrete surface areas on the ground providing more green vegetation that gives shade and reduces the ambient temperature more than 50% of building to sky factor allowing surplus wind movement. The clay roofing materials have heat dissipating andingress. “The indoor climate can have a significant effect on an occupant’s sense of well-being and clay perform very well in this respect. The high thermal mass of clay building materials means that they are ideal for use in solid, cavity and externally insulated walls, reducing fluctuations in temperature by absorbing thermal energy when the surroundings are higher in temperature than the mass, and giving thermal energy back when the surroundings are cooler. Clay bricks and blocks can therefore be seen as the perfect material to provide a healthy indoor air quality” [14]. Hence the occurrence of heat island is very unlikely to happen due to the use of natural materials as surface materials in the construction of the roof and also due to good amount of vegetation that can resist the harsh solar radiation. Impervious surface also helps the refill of groundwater recharging and cools down the outdoor temperature.

D. Sustainable building materials:

Many local materials are used for the construction of these temple theatres. Materials like lime or surkhi mortar were used for plastering and as a binding agent for the walls. Wood was extensively used for the wall louvers, roof structures and intricate works for the ceiling of the Rangasira. Natural painting substances like a mixture of egg white, charcoal powder and coloring pigments such as berries were used for ornamental components like column, flooring, etc.

All insulation materials are natural and free from chlorofluorocarbons and hydrochlorofluorocarbon. The use of locally available materials and construction techniques of these buildings show the economic factor and third principle of sustainability. The economic viability and cost effectiveness of Koothambalamare to be studied for their application in the design and construction.

E. Social aspects:

Accessibility to the temple theatre through public transit infrastructure and basic necessities are available within 500m around the temple complex as shown in Fig. 11. Five basic services are available within the immediate vicinity.

C. Enveloping thermal performance and visual comfort:

The maximum open area in the building envelope and the use of low heat-dissipating materials, provide a natural comfort in the internal spaces. The building, while perceived externally and internally, renders a visual feast. “Control of the indoor environment is always an important aspect of traditional architecture. Vernacular and traditional systems of construction are ecologically responsive and energy efficient” [15].

The influence of ambient light, sound and visual comforts, there is a contact between the performer and the audience. The relationship of the measurement between the Rangasira and the Prekshagrihacould influence distraction or concentration depending on the different shapes and sizes of the temple theatres as mentioned in Natyashastra.
Traditional architectural practices were followed in a sustainable manner, and we should make sure we conserve these heritage structures from neglect through an approach for sustainable conservation based on the ecosystem. According to the sustainable development goals, preservation and prevention are the best suitable conservation strategies for achieving sustainability which needs only a minimum energy. The structures can be retained to their original state through minimal intervention, but when kept unused the building tends to get deteriorated, causing loss of many resources and increasing energy consumption.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion of the social, cultural and environmental factors in sustainability, Koothambalam of Harippad temple substantiates the essence of sustainable attributes. The built up heritage adheres to the concept and principles of sustainability which addresses the various aspects of environment, economic, social and cultural aspects of sustainable development. Preserving these entities will result in the reduction of energy consumption and will maintain the architectural integrity of the structure. The new generation innovations together with the knowledge of traditional construction methods and their implications could auger well for the environment. These heritage buildings are to be conserved, not only for the value of sustainability but also for reviving the diminishing cultural values of the art forms from the temple theatres of Kerala. In order to maintain sustainable conservation, the application of architecture will have relevance in the adaptive reuse, performance and practice centers, etc. and in maintaining social, environmental and economic values of the society which will enhance moderniser’s comfort and energy-efficient standards. Therefore, Koothambalam with its traditional architecture of Kerala is a living example of Sustainable building design and it needs to be further studied for its application in asimilar context.
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GLOSSARY
1. Koodiyattom/Kuttiyattam: A Combined acting or draman Sri Sanskrit theatres with the elements of Koothu.
3. Nanjuarkoottu: An allied art of Koodiyattam, performed by the women of the Ambalavasi community called Nangyaramma. The hand gestures, facial expressions and body movements performed for the story of Lord Krishna are accompanied with the rhythm of the Mizhavu instrument.
4. Ottamuttial: A solo dance and poetic form performance form accompanied by a miridangam (a barrel-shaped double-headed drum) or an idakka (drum and cymbal).
5. Kathakali: It is an Indian classical dance form that is distinguished by the elaborately colorful make-up, costumes, and facemasks worn by the male actors.
8. Bhayakara: This is the fourth enclosure and forms a pathway for the procession within the temple complex.
9. Maryavada: This is the fifth and last wall of the temple complex in the panchapprakaras.
10. Prakshagiri: Seating space or audience area inside a Koothambalam.
11. Stapaty: The carpenter and is responsible for constructing building structures for the temple.
12. Rangasara: The elevated platform or stage of a Koothambalam.
13. Mukhappu: It is an aesthetic character positioned at the head of a sloping roof structure.
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